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Abstract
Pia tic gears and tran mi ions

require a different design approach than
metal transmissions. Different tools are
available [0 the plastic tran mi ion
de igner for optimizing hi geared prod-
uct, and different requirement exi.st for
inspection and testing.

This paper win present some of the
new technology available to the pia tic
gear u er. including de ign, mold con-
truction, in pection. and te ling of plas-

tic gears ami transmission .
Comparing .Plastic to Metal

One of the most profound differences
between a molded plastic gear and its

metal counterpart isthe way it is made.
Almost all metal gearsare cui. PI tic
gears are molded. The few metal gears
that are not cut. i.e, powder meta] and
I'orgedgears, require approaches very
similar to the ones outlined here for plas-
tic. In many ways plastic gear manufac-
turers. are leading the indu try into new
level of accuracy. de ign freedom and
lotal gear inspection. With wir,e EDM.
spur ge3.l' cavities can be cui. wi.lh accu-
racies 10 100 u-inchcs, However. since
this is a non-generative process, culling
errors can occur anywhere. Therefore,
the entire pauern ofthe internal gear cav-
ity must be inspected rather than just a
few repre emative teeth II i u ually
done with metal gear. Just etting up
ca v ities and plastic gears on in pection
equipment designed for metal gears can
be daunting. The molded plastic gears
must at 0 be inspected over theentire
pattern since shrinkage abnormalities
and molding anomalie can occur at any
location. The advantage of molded gears
.isthal. aIIIy pecific gear that can be
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drawn in CAD can usually be molded.
The challenge is 10 measure and .adju t

the molded gear for it unique hrinkage
and molding anomalie . Metal gear
applications might someday benefit from
thistype of full profile inspection and
comparison to the generative process.

There are other differences between
'plastic and metal gears. Some of these
differences are clue to their different
methods of manufacturing. Since metal
gears are cut or ground to hape, they
can be expected ~O have highly concen-
tric features due 10 the turning operation.
Precision diameters are not too difficult
to maintain. Shrinkage compen auon j

not required intheir manufacture.
Pia tic gears are molded. Concen-

tricily 'of 'the bore to the reothgeometry
is one of 'the most difficult features to
maintain. Tooth geometry itself can be
more preci e than the average metal gear
incea wire EDM generated gear cavity

is inherently more accurate than a cavity
made with ahob-cut electrode (Ref. 1).
Ajso'.. engineeringplastic [end to have
high but ...ery consistent and repeatable
shrink from that ,cavity.. This hrinkage
mu t alway be considered and compen-
ated for in molded plastic, Diameter tol-

erances will almost. always be greater for
plastic gears than for metal.

PI lie material are much weaker than
metal, but they alo have trengths not
found in metal. Built in lnbricati n, ultra-
light weight .. low noise. and low cost. are
all attribute of molded plastic gears.

Th se fundamental difference . con-
found the traditional. logic for gear
design and manufacture. Gear tolerance.
and ratings are ba ed on metal gear con-
struction. These standards are not ideally

Fig. J-A spu,.gllQr beillgcut b,wire .I!:DM.
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Fig. 2--lllvolutegeared IrolfSmissw.rlJ an
idllally ,equivalellt to crossed-axis bell' drives.

Fig. 3-Defllliningthe toolhthic1cnes and
drawing t_heinvowteJorm.
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Fig. 4-A partially constructed gear is
rotated about the pilch circle of us male to
form ,tIle oullin,e of,t"'e mate.
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descriptive of plastic gear geometry.
Design calculations are based Oil metal
material propertie and do not accurate-
ly predict plastic gear function and life.
Even the plastic material properties up-
plied by re in vendor do not accurately
define the real material parameters of a
plastic gear as it is moving into and out
of mesh at a high rate of speed.
Traditional plastic propertie are based
on long term phenomena.

Designing Plastfc Gears
Customarily, metal gears are designed

and defined with respect to their cutting
process by the basic rack method, and
many plastic gear designers u e a similar
approach. The defined pitch circle of a
metal gear describes tile set-up distance
with the gear to its curtiag tool. Such
things as addendum modification refer to
additional cutting tool, set-up features
required 10 produce tile desired gear
hape. The 'whole depth' of a gear really

refers to how far the cutter plunges into
the gear blank, However, in plastics we
don't need LItis definition cheme, and
many times it only causes confusion and
misinterpretation.

A great benefit of the basic rack
method is that it allows families of gears
to be cut that will all mesh properly with
each other in any combination.
However, plastic gears are usually
designed for specific high-volume appli-
cations. Weare tryingto mak:e as rugged
a gear set as we can; therefore we waste
no time trying to make the e gears gen-
erally su:itable for a range of applica-
tion . The approach outlined below is a
method for maximizing the function for
a specific transmission.

Almost all plastic spur gears these
day are molded from cavities cut with
wire Electrical Discharge Machining
(EDM) as pictured in Figure 1. Kle:iss
and Hoffmann (Ref. 1) have written on
the process, itsapplication,and its accu-
racy. Wire EDM can trace any two-
dimensional construction directly from a
Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) file to
a machined part. Therefore, anygeome-
try that can berepre ented ~n CAD can
essentially be applied tollle mold cavity.

The importance of LItisdifference is
profound .. Plastic gears are not depen-

dent on metal gear tooling to create their
geometry. The gear designer is free to
create the perfect mathematical gear on
paper and transferthat geometry to the
gear through wire EDM. One method of
doing thi is to let the gears es entially
design themselves through their mesh-
ing conditions.

Involute geared transmissions are
ideally eqaivalem to the crossed-axis
belt. drives in Figure 2. The gear teeth
cause the same rotational effect using
the same path of transmission. The dri-
ver pushesthe driven through the path
defined by the belt coming off one drum
or base circle, crossing the pitch point
and moving to the base circle of the
other drum. Many of the features of the
ero ed belt drive are exactly described
with gear nomenclature such as base cir-
de, pitch circle, pressure angle, and base
tangent length. Khiralla (Ref. 2)lhor-
oughly describes this geometry of
motion as well as the mathematical con-
struction of the involute.

With these facts in hand. one can rel-
atively sizethe drums per the reduction
ratio of the intended gear set Absolute
size is unimportant at this stage since the
final gears call be ea.1ed to fit the
intended volume. Next, the designer
must select a base tooth thickness and
draw the involute tooth form on one
gear, as shown in Figure 3, as well as the
di tance to separate the gears, which
will fix. the working pressure angle. The
outside diameter of the gear is et arbi-
trarily at 'l.hi!spoint

Now that one gear has been defined in
the above fashion. the rest of the con-
truction will be self-generating. The par-

tially constructed gear is rotated about the
pitch circle of its mate, and the outline of
its mate is formed as in Figure 4. The tip
of that gear is cut off at a reasonable
length and then tile second gear is in tum
rotated about the pitchcircle of the first to
outline the root of that gear. Willi llIis
complete. the two gears are fully
described at their maximum material con-
dition. In order to account for eccentrici-
ty and molded tolerances, 'the teeth 'CIIIIl be
additionally thinned, or the gears can be
pulled lightly apart to allow for nece -
ary clearance, The outside diameters can



be toleranced minus from thi maximum
materiaJi condition to eliminate the possi-
bility of interference.

This self-generating construction
technique allow the designer to maxi-
mize 'the gear action for the plastic
mesh. Teeth call be made longer to
increase the working range of engage-
ment or thicker to increase tooth
strength. Attention must still repaid to
traditional gear concerns such as contact
ratio and tooth strength. Khiralla and
Colbourne (Ref. 3) describe mathemat-
ics for these calculations. although very
little practical validat ion of tooth
strength mathematics exists for plastic
gear teeth.

A further advantage of this technique
is that the CAD geometry can be u ed to
compare molded gear features either
optically or with a canning Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM).

Plastic 'Gear Sbrinkage
The next critical step in plastic gear

manufacture is mold development. This

requires estimating shrinkage for the plas-
tic gear geometry, a feature that has caused
many potentially acceptable plastic trans-

missions to perform inadequately or fail.
Kleiss (4) wrote about the effect of plastic
gear shrinkage and thermal expansion,
Since thai paper, further work has shown
the authors that it i· definitely incorrect to.
presume that plastic gears shrink isotropi-
cally, or in more common terms like a
photographic reduction. The authors have
found that plastic gear shrinkage is indeed
much more fascinating.

There are two aspects 'of plastic gear
hrinkage, macroscopic and local, The

body and major features of a simple
symmetrical p.lastic gear will have one
approximate brinkage value. This
would include ueh features as the outer
diameter, root diameter, base, and pheh
circles. Local shrinkage around! the indi-
vidual gear tooth has a totally different
shrink rate. The major effect of these
differing shrink rate is 'that tooth, thick-
nes does not shrink nearly as much as
other gear features, In some cases, it can
actually expand from the mold due to
local effects. Thi is mo t profound in
unfilled crystalline materials ucbas
aceta! and nylon.
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Inspeetion
Due to the non-uniform shrinkage

phenomenon of plastic gears, traditional
inspection techniques fail. One cannot
simply measure the major diameter of
Ute molded gear to determine shrinkage
and then roll-test the gear against a mas-
ter gear to ascertai n form. The entire
gear must be inspected for its actual
material condition. One possible method
is to scan the entice involute geometry
and perform a best fit of that geometry

£0 the intended shape as shown in Figure
5 ..The traces in this figure are represen-
tations of tooth. form errors with respect i
to perfect geometry. The general trend of !

I
the negative slope indicates shrinkage
error, while the slope variation of the
traces around the gear indicate gear
eccentricity. These effects are compen-
sated for in Figure 6, showing the gear to
have significant runout with a shrinkage
error of ,009 inches per inch. The tooth
thickness of the measured gear is also
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much larger than specified.
The plastic gear user can perform all

inspection very similar to the one shown
by comparing the molded gear geometry
to the CAD geometry developed in the
design phase. Once this shrinkage has
been correctly accounted for, simple
gear roll testing with a known master
can be used to maintain quality and form
in the production environment.

Testing
The authors' persona! experience

indicates that no matter how thoroughly
the components of a plastic transmission
are designed and measured (cases, gears
and shafts), it is impossible to predict
plastic geared transmission torque
capacity. smoothness, noise and life
expectancy without actually testing the
assembled transmission. The best way to
conduct this functional test is by using a
transmission dynamometer that directly
measures input and output shaft torques
and angular position/velocity. 11 is also
beneficial to instrument the transmission
case with all accelerometer. Spectral
analysis of the input and output torques
and/or velocities will reveal poor tooth
geometry, while a spectral analysis of
the accelerometer data will. reveal poor

Fig. 7-A simple dynamometer/or testing
trallsmissiolls.-

Fig. 8--ThalJsmisison testing device with
,computercontl'olled air cylinder and load
cell
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tooth geometry and indicate the vibrato-
ry power available to generate noi e. A

comparison of tile input to output power
(transmission efficiency) will find mis-
aligned shafts. gears that are jamming
due to oversizirrg or miscut roots, and
incorrectly identified material among
other deficiencie

The dimensions of plastic parts are
subjec] to subtle changes during produc-
tion. For example, mold cleaning and
recutting, changes in molding com-
pounds and/or process can cause these
changes.

The authors have found it beneficial
to periodically te t production units of
transmissions on a dynamometer. By
comparing the dynamometer "signa-
tures" of production units with the
development units, they have detected
significant change in part geometry that
compenentmspection missed.

Transmi sion dynamometers can be
simple or complex. Many transmissions
are DC motor powered. DC motor cur- 1

rent is a good indicator of torque, and
back EM~ wave shape can indicate
speed. By gearing a second motor to the
output, a complete simple dyno test can
be configured. Figure 7 shows an exam-
ple of thi kind of tester. An accelerom-
eter was also used. This test found an
interfering root geometry condition that
component testing missed. A complex
tester is shown in Figure 8. It consists of
a computer controlled air cylinder and
load cell that applies an arbitrary load
function to a slider crank transmission.
This tester found that the torque capaci-
ty of an existing transmission was con-
siderably Jess than believed. 0
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